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The Ultimate Sound!
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Audiotop Products
Our goal is to help you get more joy out of the reproduction
of music. For this purpose we have performed extensive
studies in the field of surfaces and contacts. Today we can
offer a complete product line that improves the various
interfaces between components to obtain an ideal set up
both physically and acoustically. We optimize signal transmission in cable connectors as well as cleanliness and
surface condition of a CD (or DVD). We have a comprehensive line of products for analog fans to clean and prepare
records in order to reduce the surface noise and improve
the track ability. Together with our stylus cleaner our
products allow for an exceptional reproduction of recorded
music.
With these Audiotop products you will achieve
improve-ments in reproduction of all of your audio and
video favourites. That’s our promise! We guarantee
products of absolute top quality and of highest purity
as well as user-friendly design, dependability and to
top it off an audibly more emotional reproduction of
music.

Made in Switzerland, by
www.audiotop.ch

Audiotop Vinyl1
Audiotop Vinyl1 is a special detergent for use with
vacuuming record cleaning machines. The extraordinary
cleaning power is immediately audible due to the smooth
and silent groove gliding and improved detail of the recorded
music. To further enhance the result we recommend the
after-treatment, Vinyl 2.
The improvement has to be heard to be believed and
even brand-new records will profit!

Audiotop Vinyl2
An Audiotop exclusive: A fluid that reduces the friction
caused by the motion of the stylus in the record groove.
After applying the special fluid Audiotop Vinyl2 the diamond
glides more smoothly and quietly in the record groove
reducing friction and increasing stylus contact. This
increases the dynamics and facilitates the reproduction of
full audio frequencies and a stable output.
Now, for the first time you will hear what is really sitting
in your record grooves!

Audiotop Stylus
With this special cleaner for diamond cartridges, you will
achieve perfect detail, spatial imaging, focus of the music
signal and a palpable recreation of the original music event.
The Audiotop Stylus is a must for demanding music
listeners!
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Audiotop Connect-Workstation
With the 3-piece Cleaning Set Connect-Workstation, you
can reach the best standard in contact cleaning for power
plug connectors, switches, rotary controllers, metal contact
pins, etc
The exceptional cleaning features are: an extremely low
and constant resistance across the entire audible frequency
range, insensitivity to humidity and aggressive chemicals
and organic solvents as well as protection from corrosion
and improved wear resistance. This is especially important
where only a few micron of gold coating are used. Stops the
build up of corrosive matter. Temperature resistant up to
180° C (important for tubes).
With Audiotop Connect, all acoustic characteristics of
your equipment are optimised. Look forward to a new
audio adventure!

Audiotop Digital
Special cleaner for CD and DVD discs. Cleaning with
Audiotop Digital, the laser scanning is optimised, substantially improving the resolution and the dynamics of the
Video and Audio signals.
Now you can see and hear what your software is really
all about!

Audiotop Digital & CD-Marker
The Audiotop Permanent CD-Marker was specially developed for the Gläss CD-Sound-Improver. Its high-density
lightproof covering yields an essential improvement of the
sound quality. In combination with the cleansing agent
Audiotop Digital this forms the perfect tuning for CDs and
DVDs.
The result is audibly better!
Information about Gläss CD-Sound-Improver: www.audiodesksysteme.de.

Audiotop TQI
TQI is a cleaner from Audiotop specially designed for the
Clearaudio-Souther Tangential-Tonearm. Simple clean the
quarzrods and the "small turning wheel" with Audiotop TQI
and the tonarm carriage will move much smoother on the
guiding quarzrods, substantially improving the resolution
and the dynamics of the reproduced music.
Finally, you may hear the potential of your tonarm!
Information about Clearaudio-Souther tangential tonearm: www.clearaudio.de.
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